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Context of the study

➢ The mechanical and physical properties of  timber structures are strongly 

affected by the combination of  humidity, temperature variation and biological 

attack.

➢ Humid exposure and larger wood moisture content induce high risk for bio 

deterioration of  unprotected timber (mould and fungal decay).

➢ Decay:  reduces the strength of  timber and is the main factor to be considered 

in assessing the durability of  wooden structures [Foliente et al. 2002]. 

➢ Timber resistance capacity is affected by the load duration, moisture content 

and  biological activity.

➢ Use of wood-based materials in sustainable constructions aims to reduce the

environmental impact of buildings.
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Context of the study

➢ Climate change with considering temperature and humidity variation may be

modelled with a probabilistic tools.

➢ Take into account uncertainties in material properties and actions and

increase the structural reliability of timber trusses subjected to decay.

➢ The partial safety factors recommended in codes of practice (Eurocodes 5)

are not calibrated with considering decay.

Time variant Reliability offers a suitable framework for the consideration of the

uncertainties in the design of timber structures and to study the influence of

climate uncertainties in the structural behavior.

The assessment of reliability of existing timber truss subjected to degradation is

an important task for taking decisions on inspection, maintenance and repair

actions



Time effects
 Several kinds of uncertainties related to wood properties, structural dimensions, and

load fluctuations are involved.

 Imperfect knowledge of the structural and material degradation.

 Strong fluctuation of the climate parameters (temperature and humidity) that

influence the mechanical performance.
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Reliability Analysis

Time dependent reliability index of  DDO Time dependent reliability index of  RBDO solution

 Probabilistic modelling of the input data (material properties, geometrical

dimensions, loading)

 Reliability analysis is based in the evaluation of a limit state function, where in case

of timber truss decay leading to failure of performance, requires an understanding

of the structure environment, the mechanical model, the environmental action and

effects that may result in failure.

 Several methods are developed to perform the reliability analysis, all require the

probabilistic-mechanical coupling



Reliability Analysis
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Probabilistic-mechanical coupling
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Reliability Analysis
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Time-variant reliability Analysis
 Probabilistic modelling of the input data (material properties, geometrical

dimensions, loading)

 Reliability analysis is based in the evaluation of a limit state function, where in case

of timber truss decay leading to failure of performance, requires an understanding

of the structure environment, the mechanical model, the environmental action and

effects that may result in failure.

 Several methods are developed to perform the reliability analysis, all require the

probabilistic-mechanical coupling



Time-variant reliability Analysis
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The probability of the first passage of the limit state in the failure domain at t+t
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Time-variant reliability Analysis
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Approximating the outcrossing rate by FORM analysis 
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Timber decay model
● Viitanen et al [Viitanen 2010] → model for the decay growth of  brown rot in pine 

sapwood under variant climate conditions. 

● The model is divided into two processes : 

1. Activation process 

2. Mass loss process.

➢ Activation process 

• a is a relative measure of the deterioration of fungi deterioration activity.

• a is set initially to 0. Once it reaches the limit value a =1, the mass loss

initiates
with

where:
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Timber decay model

➢ Mass loss process 

●Mass loss (in % of  initial weight) occurs once the 

fungi activation process is reached, (α(t) = 1) and it is 

estimated as:

●Mass loss only takes place when the temperature is 

above 0ºC and the relative humidity is above 95%. 

Otherwise mass loss process is stopped.

RH(i) and T(i) represent the ith values of the relative humidity and temperature, t

represents a time step between two consecutive climate records (in hours), and tcrit (in

hours).

Where:
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Probabilistic Climate change
 The climate change of Marseille and Saint-Nazaire in France, is developed on the

basis of the French program CNRM-CM5 which is an Earth System model based on

climate simulation that can generate climate scenarios for these two cities.

 The temperature and relative humidity models are based on the records of

temperature and humidity during a few years with values taken at different moments

during the day: at sunrise, at noon.

➢ Temperature model

The temperature on a certain time t is  simulated with a deterministic part and a stochastic 

part:

       sin

Stochastic partDeterministic part

mean day stochT t T T t T t T t   

Tmean represents the mean temperature of  the time series and Tsin(t), Tday(t) and Tstoch(t) are 

functions that represent the temperature variations of  one year, of  every day and the 

stochastic part of  the model.



Probabilistic Climate change
➢ Temperature model
Tmean is calculated as a mean between the temperatures of  the series of  time:

1
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ih

T T
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• Ti represents the temperature recorded at time i, nh is 

the total number recorded temperature.

• Tsin(t) is simply sinusoidal variation of  temperature

• Tday(t) is the variation of  the daily temperature

Tn is the temperature corresponding to the moment of

sunrise tn, T0 is the temperature corresponding to the

moment of sunset t0, Tx is the maximum temperature of a

day corresponding to the time tx .



Probabilistic Climate change

➢ Probabilistic part

• The stochastic parts of the temperature and relative humidity models are defined by a

stochastic process.

• A stochastic process is a set of random variables indexed with time.

The Kahunem-Loève expansion represents a stochastic process by a a finite set of  

orthogonal deterministic functions weighted by a set of  random [Ghanem et al. 2003]
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z and z are respectively   meran value and the standard deviation of  the stochastic 

process, i is a set of  a Gaussian random independent centered variables λi and fi(t) are 

respectively the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of  the covariance function, n is the 

number of  terms of  the truncated discretization.

➢ Relative humidity model
The same modelling as the temperature is used for the relative humidity simulated with a 

deterministic part and a stochastic part:

       sin

Stochastic partDeterministic part

mean day stochRH t RH RH t RH t RH t   



Probabilistic Climate change

Simulated temperature values during one year  a) the time is expressed in hours b) the 

time is expressed in days

a) b)

Simulated relative humidity  values during one year



Timber roof application

Timber roof designObjectives: 

• Study the time-variant reliability of the timber roof subjected to decay regarding simulated 

climate change.



Limit state function

Timber roof design● Ultimate Limit State (ULS): 

– tension and bending: where the tension is parallel to the grain;

– compression: where members are checked for compressive strength as well as for 

buckling; 

– shear: for all the truss members for a timber roof truss subjected to decay.

– The target reliability index for one year is fixed by the Eurocodes 1 to 4.7 [NF-EN 

1990]

● Serviceability Limit State (SLS): 

– instantaneous deflection; 

– final deflection composed with the instantaneous and creep deflections. 

– The target reliability index for one year is fixed by the Eurocodes 1 to 2.9 [NF-EN 

1990]

● The target reliability index at the allowable life time TL, depending on the target reliability 

related to one year reference period by:



Statistical parametets

Timber roof design
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practice, such as Eurocode 5 [NF-EN 1995 2005]. 
Where, these rules should satisfy given requirements 

related to their ultimate of capacity in ultimate limit 
state (ULS) and their deformation in service limit state 
(SLS). 

In practice, roof trusses are made and composed of 

wood members connected by steel plates. Generally, 
the timber joints are considered completely flexible 
(free rotations hinges in the connections of the timber 
members). However, this situation is rarely found in 
real structures, due to eccentricity and geometrical 
imperfection of the timber members. Therefore, a rigid 
joints hypothesis is also considered. 

The numerical application is carried out for the roof 
truss described in Figure 1. The depth b and breadths 
{h1, h2, h3} of the cross-section of the truss members 
are optimized by accounting for material and loading 
uncertainties. Table 1 gives the statistical parameters 
for the truss parameters, loading and material 

properties. It is assumed that all random variables 
follow lognormal distributions. 

 

 

Figure 1:roof truss 
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where, σm,d, σt,0,d, and σc,0,d and  are respectively  the 
design values of bending stress, tensile stress along 
the grain and compressive stress along the grain. fm,d, 
ft,0,d, and fc,0,d are respectively the design values of 
bending strength, tensile strength and the compressive 
strength along the grain. kcrit and kc,z are respectively 

factors which take into account the reduced bending 
strength due to lateral buckling and compressive 
strength due to buckling about the y and z axes in 
accordance with Eurocode 5. τd is the design value of 
the shear stress and fν,d is the design value of shear 
strength and kv is the reduction factor of the shear 
strength at the notched member. The strength design 
values are defined by : 

   

f
d
= k
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f
k
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 (12) 

where fd and fk are respectively the design and the 
characteristic values of the strength, kmod is the 
modification factor, which takes into account the effect 

of the duration of the load and the moisture content, gm 

is the partial safety factor for a material property. In the 

deterministic design the values for kmod and gm are 
taken from Eurocode 5. 

 

Table 1: Statistical parameters for materials and loads 

Parameter xk xm cov 

fm (MPa) 24 33.9 0.2 
fc (MPa) 21 29.66 0.2 
ft  (MPa) 14 19.77 0.2 

fc,90 (MPa) 2,5 3.53 0.2 
fν (MPa) 4 5.65 0.2 
E (GPa)  10.78 11 0.2 

Permanent load (kN/m²) 620 466.52 0.2 
Snow (kN/m²) 1193 798.81 0.3 

Wind (kN/m²) 1320 883.53 0.36 

 

Eq. (11) considers the following stress criteria: i) 
tension and bending: where the tension is parallel to 
the grain; ii) compression: where members are 
checked for compressive strength as well as for 
buckling; iii) shear: for all the truss members; and iv) 
deformation: corresponding to the serviceability state 
functions, where δinst and δfin are respectively the 
instantaneous deflection and the final deflection 
composed with the instantaneous and creep 

deflections. δinst,lim and δfin,lim are respectively the limit 
values for instantaneous and final deflections, taken 
respectively to Li/300 and Li /200 in mm for the i

th
 

component. 

To find the optimal design that minimizes the structural 
volume of the roof truss, three optimization methods 
are applied: 

· The DDO method on the basis of the safety factors 
prescribed by the Eurocode 5. 

· The RBDO method using the SORA approach 
without considering degradation model.  

· The TD-RBDO method using the SOTVRA 
approach considering degradation model. 

 

The target reliability index for one year for the ultimate 
limit state is set to 3.8 and for serviceability limit state 
is set to 2.9. In the TD-RBDO method, the target 
reliability for allowable lifetime TL fixed to 30 years is 
estimated with Eq. (4). For all the optimal solutions 

found by these methods, a time-dependent reliability 
analysis considering the decay model is performed. 

Timber decay is assessed by considering the 
deterioration model presented in section 4. Such a 
model depends mainly on specific environmental 

conditions of a given place and it allows for estimating 
the mass loss during the time. For illustrative 
purposes, it is considered that the roof was exposed to 

● Exposure to a very humid environment corresponding to the 

city of  Nantes in France during 30 years [1980-2010]. 

● Nantes: annual mean temperature of  12.7 ºC and relative 

humidity of  81%. 



Timber roof design

21

ULS target reliability 
at one year 4.7

SLS target reliability 
at one year 2.9

Time-variant reliability results



Conclusion

➢ Time-variant Reliability analysis of timber structures subjected to decay degradation, 

with taking into account climate variations allows us to estimate the probability of  failure 

during the whole life time. 

➢For unprotected timber roof, the partial safety factors are not calibrated with 

considering decay deterioration.

Several climate change scenarii

Calibration of  the partial safety factors regarding  timber decay degradation.

Risk-based optimization with including failure and environmental costs.

Semi-rigid model of   timber joints.

Maintenance (inspection and repair actions) optimization.

Ongoing works
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